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Nick Drake: Dreaming England (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2013

	 Since his death in 1974 at the age of twenty-six, singer-songwriter Nick Drake has gained a huge international audience and come to be thought of as the epitome of English romanticism. But while his small body of work has evoked poetic comparisons with Blake and Keats, closer inspection of Drake’s music reveals many global and...
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3ds Max 2009 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds Max available, this book is everyone's favorite. Whether you're a beginner looking for 3D basics or a full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more than 150 step-by-step tutorials...
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Sams Teach Yourself GIMP in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
Rather than simply running down a list of GIMP's capabilities, Sams Teach Yourself GIMP in 24 Hours actually teaches graphic art techniques and web media creation using GIMP. The GIMP is a fairly complex program with many features and capabilities, but not so complex to be beyond the grasp of most competent computer users. Sams Teach Yourself Gimp...
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Director MX 2004 Games: Game Development with DirectorFocal Press, 2004
Nik Lever guides designers, animators and web developers through the art, animation and programming skills needed to produce games in Director for Internet, CD or DVD distribution. He moves from the introductory coverage of Lingo with explanations of how easily Director's programming language can be mastered, on to more advanced tips and tricks,...
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Computer Fraud Casebook: The Bytes that BiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In 1995, computer fraud took down England's oldest bank. In 1996, Omega Engineering Company lost over $10 million to one disgruntled employee's computer fraud. In 2001, two Cisco Systems employees stole $8 million in computer stock option refunds through computer fraud. And technology experts and professional crime fighters predict that computer...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop CS4: The art of creating photorealistic montagesFocal Press, 2008
Do you want to let your creativity run wild in Photoshop, but don't know where to start? Are you having trouble getting your ideas out of your head and onto the screen? Do you need your photomontages to look convincing... and fast?

Nobody knows more about how to work quickly under pressure and still produce top-notch results than...
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Electrons and Phonons: The Theory of Transport Phenomena in SolidsOxford University Press, 2001

	LIKE a chemical compound, scientific knowledge is purified by recrystallization. When first published, each new grain of fact or theory shines from a mud of irrelevant or erroneous details. In subsequent discussion the grains are redissolved, and filtered. Finally, in books and treatises, the solution is allowed to precipitate into a single...
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Flash MX Games: ActionScript for ArtistsFocal Press, 2002

	Flash MX provides the perfect platform to create fun games for Internet
	distribution. This book takes the reader through the entire process from
	creating the art and animation for these games, through to programming
	them ready for users across the world to enjoy the results. The book is
	split into four sections. The first section...
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Spotify For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011


	T

	here’s no denying it: A revolution in how people consume music is well

	underway, and Spotify’s at the center of all the action. Just a decade ago,

	it was normal for people to wander into a music store and buy an artist’s CD

	after hearing a few catchy tracks on the radio or reading a few good newspaper...
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The Art of Computer Game DesignMcGraw-Hill, 1984
The central premise of this book is that computer games constitute a new and as yet poorly developed art form that holds great promise for both designers and players.

This premise may seem laughable or flippant. How could anybody classify the likes of SPACE INVADERS and PAC MAN as art? How can TEMPEST or MISSILE COMMAND compare with...
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Break Into The Game Industry: How to Get A Job Making Video GamesMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Find out from an industry veteran exactly what you need to do to become a game designer, tester, artist, producer, programmer, writer, soundtrack composer, videographer, or sales/marketing professional. You’ll get full-spectrum coverage of positions available within the game industry as well as details on how a game is created--from start to...
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2D Artwork and 3D Modeling for Game Artists (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2002
Take your games to the next level! 2D Artwork and 3D Modeling for Game Artists is the perfect stepping stone for beginning or intermediate game artists entering the gaming industry. This book will show you how to create models, arrange U-Vs, generate textures, then finalize your models for use with a video game engine. By the time you?re finished,...
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